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This paper offers a critical investigation of how bodies in Jamaican dancehall can be theorised1 as a 

locus of corporeal in/security.  The concept of in/security draws on redefinitions of the lived 

experience of security and insecurity as an everyday negotiation between the two, played out in a 

range of aspects of everyday life.  Pushing beyond a top-down state-led declaration of levels of 

security threat, in/security is an understanding of the line between security and insecurity as much 

more porous, and as constantly defined and re-defined in everyday life (Noxolo and Huysmans, 

2009).  Such a negotiation can be overtly political: for example it can operate through a range of 

more or less formal political moves by non-governmental organisations, media and para-state actors 

(lobbying government, contributing to public debate, declaring and counter-declaring that particular 

social groups or government actions are a threat) (Huysmans, 2014).  However, in/security can also 

be social and cultural, operating through the everyday conversations and actions of individuals, 

artists and communities, who begin to conceive of in/security in multiple ways – for example, 

around criminality and violence, environmental change, livelihoods and basic needs - based on a 

range of different perceptions and assessments of the sources, meanings and extent of their own 

safety and unsafety, certainty and uncertainty, or stability and precarity (Noxolo and Featherstone, 

2014). 

The CARISCC project (http://www.birmingham.ac.uk/research/activity/cariscc/index.aspx ) focuses 

on in/security in the Caribbean region and on how in/security is negotiated in creative arenas.  The 

seven network members are working towards an understanding of creativity and in/security as 

pervasive aspects of contemporary life in the region, with a range of actors, but particularly the 

region’s poorest, having to be creative in managing the resources available to them (for example in 

finding forms of income generation and making money stretch), and negotiating between the 

competing demands of different kinds of in/security (existential, financial, criminal, violent, 

environmental) (Rhiney and Cruse, 2012; Jaffe et al., 2012).  Moreover historically, a range of 

differently mobile actors – seamen, tourists, migrants, as well as enslaved peoples – have catalysed 

new dialogues around in/security through a range of dialogic encounters and through the circulation 

of radical ideas (Anim-Addo, 2016; Anim-Addo, 2011; Featherstone, 2016; Featherstone, 2012).  But 

the project also engages with the Caribbean’s formidable range of creative cultural practice - 

literature, visual arts, dance and music – and understands creativity as a forum within which security 

and insecurity are constantly re-negotiated (Mains, 2015; Noxolo, 2016).  When seen as part of 

creative practice in the Caribbean, in/security becomes more than a discussion about the precarious 

tightrope between a desired security and an undesired insecurity, neither of which is ever total.  

                                                           
1
 It is worth pointing out that I am not a dancehall specialist – I come to dancehall through my interest as a 

cultural geographer in the body and materiality, in in/security, and in the Caribbean region.  I appreciate the 
hospitality of the Global Reggae Studies conference in enabling me to be present to benefit from discussion 
with their specialist participants.  I’m not a complete stranger to dancehall spaces, but this paper is my 
attempt to think through, adapt and re-apply dancehall specialists’ published research, placing it in dialogue 
with a range of other theorists around the body and in/security, rather than presenting my own empirical data 
on dancehall. 

http://www.birmingham.ac.uk/research/activity/cariscc/index.aspx


Where there are conflicting perspectives, for example historically between Maroon and planter 

communities, creative artists, such as novelists, can redefine in/security through new perspectives 

on the different technologies of surveillance that the landscape of the islands has afforded to 

different groups (Cummings, 2016; Cummings, 2010).  Beyond this, in/security is also intrinsic to 

creativity: creativity can be redefined as a delicious precariousness between success and failure, 

between the stunning and the nondescript, but beyond this, as the proliferation of generative 

slippages and ambivalences that in themselves spark new meanings.  In literature, for example, 

in/security can be in the slippage of meaning between words on the page or between the 

immateriality of narrative and ideas and the monumental materiality of screen, ink and paper 

(Noxolo and Preziuso, 2012): it can be at the heart of the craft of creative writing. 

This generative quality of in/security is the starting point for this paper.  This paper is an introduction 

to a panel about dancehall and in/security, which will include a paper by ‘H’ Patten and a lecture 

demonstration by Orville Hall, each of which will offer conceptual and practice-based insights into 

dancehall as dance practice.  Coming from a non-practitioner of dancehall, this paper does 

theoretical work around corporeal in/security - or how security and insecurity are negotiated in and 

through the body - and locates this in the context of Jamaican dancehall spaces.  The paper asks this 

core question: how does the body negotiate between different kinds of in/security in dancehall 

spaces?  After some preliminary work around the concept of corporeal negotiation, and brief 

contextual analysis about the wider social and political in/securities, both local and global, in which 

dancehall in Kingston takes place, the paper theorises the corporeal negotiations of these 

in/securities in dancehall spaces, through the material forces of sonic vibration on the flesh; the 

communal affects of lyrics and movement; and the visual effects of dance performance.   

Corporeal negotiation 

There has been a corporeal turn in the western academy in recent years, and an increasing 

recognition that something is lost when the body is seen as only a container for the mind: as Julian 

Henriques (2011, p. 243) succinctly puts it, in the context of dancehall culture: “Very often the 

privilege of the intelligible over the sensible requires the sacrifice of the qualities and values of our 

embodiment.”  True as this is for western philosophy, Charles Mills (2010, p. 179-80), however, has 

asserted that this ‘sacrifice’ has never actually been a choice open to black people – due to the 

heavy racialisation of post-enslavement, and through globalised processes of continued exclusion, 

black people have been defined by black bodies.  Black bodies demand recognition (Noxolo, 2009), 

so Mills (2010, p. 180) incites us to “contend with” the body: “recovering it, revalorizing it, relating to 

it differently”.  Rex Nettleford taught us that we can contend most closely with the body through 

dance, becoming attentive to its power as a force that belongs to the black body and is not 

determined from elsewhere: “Sound and movement are the life-making abstractions beyond the 

reach of external domination…  Coupled with music and performed in a context of religious ritual, 

the dance assume[s] elemental proportions… a means of revitalisation, of integrating inner and 

outer space in the sense that it is seen to serve as a route to self-confidence that underpins the 

creation of one’s own destiny in modern life” (quoted in Mills, 2010, p. 180).  Dance is a primary 

location for thinking the body. 

The body is many things (material, representational, discursive), and can therefore be understood in 

multiple ways (as fleshy, muscular, boney substance; as a means of communication; and as a ‘text’ 



to be interpreted).  As Stuart Hall recognised so clearly, this flexibility relates to the black body as a 

locus both of its multiple inheritances and of its spatio-temporal contingencies, so that corporeal 

practices within black cultures are ‘over-determined’ by “Selective appropriation, incorporation and 

rearticulation of European ideologies, cultures and institutions, alongside an African heritage” (Hall, 

1996, p. 471), leading to an emphasis in black popular culture on embodied ‘style, and the body as 

‘cultural capital’ (Hall, 1996, p. 472).  L’Antoinette Stines’ (2014, p. 23) dance-focused neologism 

‘synerbridging’ both interrogates the corporeal content of that over-determination, and broadens 

out the range of traditional influences to African, Asian and European, in recognition of the diversity 

of the Caribbean body.  Her example of the corporeal content of selection, appropriation, 

rearticulation, and literal incorporation (see above) speaks to the choreographic choices made by 

dancers as they knowingly negotiate these different traditions: “A dancer can execute a grand plie 

while simultaneously disrupting the rigid line of the back with the circular rotations of the hips as 

done in a daaance’all bubble” (Stines, 2014/15, p. 13).  Stines’ dance philosophy recognises the 

“deliberate and planned” but also unforced and fluid capacity of the Caribbean body to move across 

and draw from these diverse traditions: “Synerbridge… encourages the dancing body to traverse 

cultures fluidly” (Stines, 2014, p. 23).   

As matter, the dancing body’s bone, muscle and flesh can be disciplined and controlled by the 

individual dancer, working within a range of traditional techniques, and within the contingencies of 

its spatio-historical contexts.  However, at the sub-atomic level, as Wilson Harris, the Guyanese 

novelist and philosopher, highlights, corporeal matter is constantly changing, re-making itself, 

molten and chaotic (Noxolo and Preziuso, 2012).  Wilson Harris’s ‘quantum’ vision, inspired by his 

understanding of the diversity of Caribbean culture – which notably incorporates Amerindian, as 

well as European, Asian and African traditions – links bodies together through quantum ‘gateways’ 

(Henry 2000, p. 106).  Sub-atomic particles of one body (human, animal, flora or fauna) pass through 

to another, each bringing a tiny aspect of shared consciousness, a ‘fossil’ in Harris’s terms, to which 

the human person might or might not be consciously alive.  Where Stines (2014/2015), as a 

dancer/choreographers, works with and on the biomechanics of the body (see Henrique, 2014), 

deploying the ‘synerbridge’ as a recognition of the body’s capacity for disciplined fluidity in crossing 

cultures, Harris (1999, p. 242) works through his understanding of deep matter to “help us to arrive 

upon unsuspected bridges, bridges of innermost content that have a deeper, stranger luminosity 

and incandescence than the purely formal appropriation by one culture of another’s artifacts.”  

Although Harris is concerned with the language of fiction here, his recognition of material bridging 

allows us to imagine the body as deeply communal. 

The concept of corporeal negotiation that I want to develop in the dancehall context draws from 

these combined senses of a dancing body that (as a material, representational and discursive entity 

that is over-determined by a range of traditions and contemporary contingencies) has the capacity 

both to negotiate in/security through conscious, disciplined agency, and also to slip the bonds of 

conscious control, operating at sub-atomic, uncannily communal, scales that we can only intuit.  This 

duality is crucial; it is part of the racialisation of the black body for it to be understood as purely 

uncontrolled, animal, irrational.  Dance introduces technique and recognises embodied agency in 

corporeal negotiation, but this is by no means incommensurate with an appreciative contention with 

the body’s deeper capacities, its material relationships.  The next section places dancehall in the 

context of in/security, before the following sections focus on corporeal negotiations of in/security in 

dancehall spaces. 



Dancehall contexts 

‘H’ Patten’s paper (within this panel; see also Patten, 2016) gives a more comprehensive analysis of 

in/security in Jamaican dancehall, in relation to the corporeal dancing body.  It will suffice here to 

draw on the commentaries of key academics (Sonjah Stanley Niaah, Carolyn Cooper, Donna Hope) to 

sketch out a number of contexts for theorising the corporeal negotiation of in/security in dancehall. 

Stanley Niaah’s (2010) focus on the spatio-temporalities of dancehall highlights the in/security that 

comes from the construction of dancehall spaces in the middle of the urban outdoor spaces of 

downtown Kingston.  Rather than walls or boundaries, it is the styles and activities of dancehall that 

transmogrify the ordinary into the event: “Ordinary spaces are transformed into dancehall 

performance spaces once the selector’s turntable and speakers, the drinks bar and the patrons are 

put in place.” (Stanley Niaah, 2010, p. 53).  Situated in heavily-policed areas of Kingston, dancehall 

performers and crowds have often been subject to “raids, beatings, lockdowns and arrests” (Stanley 

Niaah, 2010, p. 64), exacerbated by strongly enforced legislation necessitating permits and 

prohibiting noise (Stanley Niaah, 2010, p. 55).  Nonetheless, the ‘celebratory culture’ (Stanley Niaah, 

2010) of dancehall is burgeoning, with, by some accounts, “more than 1400 live events in Jamaica 

every day.” (Stanley Niaah, 2010, p. 66).  At the same time, dancehall’s downtown spatial location 

has often linked it with the kind of urban violence2 that leads “young males [to] expect death as an 

affirmation that they have lived” (Bogues, 2007, p. 211): dancehall’s accommodation of violence 

leads the ‘shotta’, ‘don’ and other violent characters to be “superimposed on the lyrics and parodied 

in the performances” within the dancehall space (Hope, 2006, p. 98).  This existential in/security 

(which bears the marks of the divides that Carolyn Cooper’s early analysis of dancehall identifies as 

“a fundamental antagonism in Jamaican society, between uptown and downtown, high culture and 

low culture”, p. 171) is negotiated in many ways: through the ‘contest’ between dancehall organisers 

and police; through a spatial agility that means that dancehall venues are ‘nomadic’ (Stanley Niaah, 

2010, p. 55) within Kingston; but also through the capacity of the dancehall form to connect with 

audiences worldwide (Stanley Niaah, 2010; see also Patten 2016).  Dancehall travels: not only 

through the global tours of its most well-known artists, but also through the growing importance of 

music videos (Stanley Niaah, 2010, p. 173), and through instant digital communications.   

Donna Hope’s analysis of the ‘video light syndrome’ draws attention to the cultural, and in particular 

sartorial, shifts that relate to these technological shifts (2006, p. 127)3.  However Hope (2010, p. xv) 

also questions the layers of in/security of meaning set up by dancehall’s translocality, particularly in 

relation to lyrics: “Many of dancehall’s very location-specific themes traverse international 

boundaries to be consumed and interpreted in places that are so far removed geographically, 

socially and culturally from their site of creation that meanings are transposed, transformed and 

                                                           
2
 However, Yonique Campbell’s (2016) work has shown that the garrison community phenomenon, with its 

attendant violent in/securities, is often identified as urban but is also a feature of some rural communities. 
3
 Dennis Howard (2016) gives a helpful decade by decade breakdown in relation to the digitisation of 

production, which provides the ongoing throb of activity that underlies consumption: dancehall emerges 
during the 1980s out of a “neoinnovation revival” (Howard, 2016, p. 62) of rhythms from the 1960s and 70s, 
influenced by the birth of the sound system.  1985 saw the birth of digitisation in studio production (Howard, 
2016, p. 64), and the 1990s was a peak in terms of “marketing, distribution, product development and 
international outreach” (Howard, 2016, p. 65), and the early 2000s have seen the “democratisation of music 
distribution and promotion” (Howard, 2016, p. 67) through the addition of MP3 technology. 



oftentimes lost in translation.”4.  In Carolyn Cooper’s (2004) ‘Sound Clash’ a range of such 

misinterpretations and reinterpretations are critically discussed, in encounters and dialogues both 

within Jamaica and in other countries, such as Barbados and the UK.  Perhaps most potently, the 

recurrent issue of dancehall’s misogyny is given a nuanced, iterative discussion throughout the book, 

that includes both the insight that “Jamaican dancehall DJ philosophers themselves offer alternate 

readings of the sexualised female body that reclaim the potency of embodied spirituality” (Cooper, 

2004, p. 106) and the later concession that “the line between celebration and exploitation of the 

Black female body is rather thin, as thin as some of the fashionable garments sported by women in 

the dancehall” (Cooper, 2014, p. 245).  This negotiation of meaning by one of the foremost Jamaican 

cultural analysts, in relation to a lively and dynamic dancehall culture, is interesting here in 

demonstrating that in/security of meaning is not just a feature of translocality, but is inherent to the 

dancehall space.   

Donna Hope also questions how dancehall meanings circulate in and with global culture, bouncing 

back to increase the in/security of meaning in Jamaican dancehall space.  In her discussion of 

masculinities, Hope (2010, p. 119) argues that the celebration of ‘bling bling’ in, for example, the 

lyrics of the British Link-Up Crew, offers “a tripartite ideological orientation”, paying homage to 

middle-class Jamaican cultural values, to colonial allegiances to Britain, and to global capitalist 

consumerism.  The emphasis on imported wealth (Rolex watches, suits from Paris etc) appropriates 

hegemonic value systems, claiming them for the sense of secure global belonging of the young black 

men who are in the crew; but at the same time the celebration of ‘bling bling’ highlights and 

underscores the distance between the wealthy artists and the working class young people who listen 

to the music in Kingston, may even access some of the luxury labels, but have little access to the 

secure wealth from which they emanate: “The postmodern dancehall male eagerly slakes his thirst 

in riotous and celebratory moments of ‘bling bling’ and consumption that becomes an end in itself, 

in the absence of visible and accessible means of true social mobility” (Hope, 2010, p. 122).  A 

consumption-driven negotiation of in/security in dancehall spaces becomes limited to people 

appropriating signs of financial security whilst remaining financially insecure. 

So, from this brief sketch of the dancehall context, key contexts for theorising corporeal negotiations 

in dancehall space include: existential in/securities, including both the presence of diverse forms of 

violence and the shifting spatialities of dancehall; technological shifts and the multiple in/securities 

of meaning occasioned by the complexity and translocalities of dancehall; and the in/securities of 

livelihoods that is only emphasised by the hyper-valuing of hegemonic cultures of consumption. 

Corporeal negotiations in dancehall spaces 

In this final section the paper seeks to theorise the corporeal negotiations that are available in 

dancehall spaces.  The focus will be on dance, rather than on the ‘soundings’ (Henriques, 2011) of 

music providers, though of course the music is dance’s condition of existence: sound is dominant in 

the dancehall space (Henriques, 2011).  Understanding dance both as disciplined technique and as 

                                                           
4
 Carolyn Cooper (2013) gives an amusing anecdote around this kind of misunderstanding, albeit not about 

dancehall as such. She relates how the omission of a comma after the first ‘no’ in the record sleeve song lyrics 
for a German distribution of Bob Marley’s ‘No, woman, no cry’, combined with a lack of familiarity around 
Jamaican grammar and syntax, leads German enthusiasts to believe that the song is “a seemingly misogynist, 
homosocial chanting down of demonised woman”.   



uncanny quantum community (see above), the attempt here is to theorise the dancing body as 

negotiating its in/secure contexts (existence, meaning and value) across both of these modes. 

a) Sonic forces and existential in/securities 

Julian Henriques (2011, p. 277) influential contribution to a ‘kinetic turn’ in the study of dancehall, 

locates the sonic dominance of the dancehall space within the material movements of the body.  

Where ‘Sonic bodies’ (Henriques, 2011) is more concerned with the ‘sounding’ bodies of the 

engineer, selector and MC, Henriques’ (2014) more recent article on ‘Rhythmic bodies’ engages 

more with the dancing bodies of the ‘bashment gal’.  Henriques’ suggestive comment that dancers’ 

‘bumper-grinding’ is “the bass note… struck by the body itself – celebrating its own fecundity” (2011, 

p. 18), aligns with a wider consensus on the importance of the pelvic base as a means of rising above 

death and celebrating sexuality as the medium of life and as part of “frenetic, spiritual rituals of self-

affirmation and renewal” (Hope, dancehall, p. 128; see also, Cooper, sound clash, p. 110; Patten 

2016).  As such ‘bumper-grinding’ is a form of corporeal negotiation with the existential in/securities 

that surround dancehall and the spaces in which it takes place.  Beyond this though, the idea of the 

‘bass note’ specifically locates the dancing body within the material presence of the sound culture of 

the dancehall space, and it is with this that I want primarily to engage in this section. 

Henriques (2011; 2014) makes a number of interesting moves around the body.  In a move highly 

reminiscent of Harris’s fossil bridges between very different forms of matter at the sub-atomic level 

(see above) Henriques (2011, p. 27) splits the body into three different corporeal forms: the 

corporeal “flesh-and-blood agents” (including a range of embodied performances, including 

dancing); the sociocultural/communal “corps of men or women or social institutions, with beliefs, 

feelings and ways of understanding in common” (including dance crews and sound system crews); 

and “corpuscles or particles, such as air molecules in the gaseous medium of auditory transmission”.  

In carefully crafting these heuristic distinctions between “practices, beliefs and particles” as 

embodiments, Henriques (2011, p. 27) reveals corporeal negotiation in the dancehall space as a 

range of dialogues between different kinds of bodies.  The negotiation element of this is brought out 

more sharply when Henriques (2011, p. 61) deliberately goes beyond the “transport model” (in 

which music travels from an active source to a passive hearer) to invoke a system of “reciprocation 

and affordance”: sonic forces do not simply act on the body, but are negotiated by the body. 

This point is illustrated more keenly in ‘Rhythmic bodies’, where Henriques (2014) moves to 

incorporate both the disciplined dancing body and the uncanny material body (see above) into 

corporeal negotiation within the sound-dominated space.  Henriques (2014, p. 86) quotes the 

‘bashment gal’ Yvonne as immersing herself in the sound from the speakers: “It’s not just enough to 

hear it, you got to feel it…”.  He notes (2014, p. 87) that this locates the dancer within the sound, 

senses fully open to reciprocation with the sound particles in which she is immersed: “The bashment 

gal is consumed within sound, ‘bathed’ and ‘immersed’ in it, making her part and parcel of multi-

sensory flux, rather than at the receiving end of a discrete sensory channel.”  She develops a 

“listening skin” (Henriques, 2014, p. 101), where the entire surface of the body becomes 

“transductive”(Henriques, 2014, p. 101), transforming sound into movement.  At the same time, 

Henriques (2014, p. 99) notes that the disciplined and practised ‘bashment gal’ (the dancehall space 

is one of skilled practitioners, who choreograph and rehearse their moves, often producing 

coordinated routines) also creates and amplifies the rhythm, working skilfully along the grain of the 



soundscape: the dancer’s skilled movement “inflects the rhythm with and through her body.  She is a 

rhythmatician”.  The flow between performative intention - “There are times where you know 

exactly what you are doing” (Shelly-Ann, quoted in Henriques, 2014, p. 105) - and materialised 

attention to the music – “You are consumed by the music… lost to the point where you have no idea 

what’s happening to you” (Shelly-Ann, quoted in Henriques, 2014, p. 105) – is a to-and-fro corporeal 

negotiation that for me expresses the existential in/security of dancehall spaces: the dancer 

disciplines her body and hones its capacities, demonstrating her belief, capacity and right to move in 

a dancehall space whose existence has been heavily contested; and at the same time, in the sonic 

space, the life of the body itself – its skin, muscle, vitalities – asserts itself independently even of the 

dancer herself, speaking (albeit ephemerally) in many ways just as eloquently as the violence and 

death that more stubbornly haunt urban spaces. 

b. Affect and livelihood in/securities 

Much has been written about dancehall lyrics, and with my focus on embodiment I do not seek to 

intervene in these discussions.  Carolyn Cooper’s (2004, p. 24) groundbreaking work of ‘mediation’ 

has been hugely influential in the “translation of the street into the argot of the academy”, and has 

long since opened up dancehall lyrics to serious consideration as lyrical poetry/social commentary.  

My concern here is more with the affective entanglements that lyrics, sound and movement bring 

together in the dancehall space, and how these relate to the negotiation of livelihood in/securities.  

My thoughts in this section are summoned by the closing paragraphs of Sonjah Stanley Niaah’s 

(2004, p. 114) paper on dancehall, where, after quoting from Buju Banton’s 1990 lyrics for ‘How the 

world a run’, in which he “names the distributive injustice of postcolonial society”, Stanley Niaah 

(2004, p. 115; my emphases) says this: “The consumption of these lyrics in dance halls through 

bodily movement and around specific themes reveals potent modes of community throughout 

history, signaling developed forms of commentary, problem solving, and memorializing.”  I want to 

revisit (see also Noxolo, 2009) this emphasis on consumption through movement, leading to 

community, in relation to the British geographer Ben Anderson’s (2016) article on neoliberal affects, 

in order to more closely consider the generative political capacity of embodied affect in dancehall 

spaces. 

Ben Anderson’s (2016) article does the useful work of re-ordering the relationship between 

neoliberalism and the kinds of affect that set the atmosphere of particular spaces.  Affect can be 

understood in multiple ways, and often reduces down to emotion or feeling.  My own, as yet rather 

informal, work on affect specifically in relation to dance (Noxolo, 2014), understands affect as a form 

of embodied ‘thought’, literally incorporating emotion, but also sensory data, and embedded with 

the biomechanical and quantum structures of the body.  I would largely agree with Anderson that 

affect in its more inter-corporeal, communal forms, as a more or less communally organised 

structure of feeling within a space or community, can be described as atmosphere5.  It should be 

clear from the previous section that such an atmosphere is never completely open to being 

organised or orchestrated: it is negotiated between bodies. 

                                                           
5
 This concept gives a pleasing sense of the multiple embodiments suggested by Henriques, 2011 (see above): 

there is discussion within geography about the relationships between the affective atmospheres experienced 
by people, and other more strictly ‘airy’ atmospheric conditions. 



Anderson points out that affect is often understood as subject to powerful neoliberal ideologies, 

particularly in work around neoliberal governmentality: “By focusing on governmentalities, affect 

becomes a material to be manipulated or moulded to form subjects in conformity with neoliberal 

polices or programmes.” (Anderson, 2016, p. 738).  However Anderson usefully points out that the 

kinds of large-scale affective or atmospheric shifts (most notably dominated by fear) that can be 

argued to have led recently to Brexit and the rise of Trump, are just as much drivers of neoliberal 

ideologies as orchestrated by them.  I would see this as quite close to Stuart Hall’s use of articulation 

and contingency: there is a complex configuration of events, conditions and affects that enable and 

sustain large-scale economic and political processes at particular times and in particular places. 

Reader, you may be starting to wonder what this has to do with Jamaican dancehall.  Stanley Niaah’s 

(2004) observation around the consumption of lyrics through bodily movement (see above), gives a 

leading role to embodied affect.  As was established through Henriques’ (2011; 2014) insights in the 

previous section, this does not of course mean that people are not thinking with their minds in the 

dancehall – they hear the lyrics and think about them.  What I take ‘consumption of lyrics through 

bodily movement’ to mean in the context of this paper is that people do not stop thinking when 

their bodies take over, and within the dancehall space that to-and-fro negotiation between intention 

(to listen to lyrics, to dance in a skilled and disciplined way, and, crucially, to take pleasure in doing 

so) and attention (of the body to what might be called the sonic regime of dancehall) is at the heart 

of corporeal negotiation.   

Livelihood in/securities arrive within this negotiation as part of a politics around the “distributive 

injustice of postcolonial society” (Stanley Niaah, 2004 p. 115), or within the capacity to at least 

partially resist the hyper-valuing of hegemonic cultures of consumption.  Anderson (2016, p. 738) 

reveals the possibilities here: affect is not only a bodily reaction but it is an arena for thinking, such 

that “collective affects form part of the conditions through which economic-political formations 

come to form and are lived”.  Now, I do not wish to suggest here that dancehall is a necessarily 

redemptive space politically, much less that we should look to dancehall adherents to organise 

themselves into the vanguard of a counter-hegemonic anti-neoliberal revolution any time soon.  

Certainly, there is nothing in the literature to suggest this, and some literature to suggest the 

opposite, not least Donna Hope’s critical concept of dis/place (2006, p. 26).  I am suggesting that the 

corporeal negotiation between livelihood security and insecurity (in/security) in dancehall spaces is 

indeed, but can also be more than, a stark recognition of the distances between wealth and poverty 

(see above): it can also be a dagger-by-dagger, bubble-by-bubble affective reflection on ways in 

which that distance is made and maintained.  And, if Anderson (2016) is correct, both sides of that 

affective negotiation are potent ingredients in the formation of the surrounding economic-political 

regimes in Jamaica. 

c. Effects of visual performance and in/securities of meaning 

Finally, I want to consider corporeal negotiations around the visual effects of dance performance.  In 

this section I want to contrast the visual culture of dancehall space with that of rave spaces, as set 

out by Rietvald (2013), and to think beyond the video light alone, drawing on Michelle Stephens’ 

(date) analysis of Ebony Patterson’s dancehall aesthetics. 

Rietvald (2013), writing about the role of the DJ in international rave culture, draws on Julian 

Henriques’ (2011) work on sonic dominance (see above) to note that in dance cultures where the DJ 



controls and manipulates complex light displays, a “hierarchical ocular regime” (Rietvald, 2013, p. 

95) is created.  Rietvald (2013, p. 97) contrasts this with darker spaces, such as dancehall in the UK, 

where people dance together in dark, enclosed spaces, feeling the movement of other bodies 

around them, but without the divisive impact of “differentiating daylight”, emphasising gendered 

and racialized differences.  This embodied sensory communality is even more dissipated in large 

venues where the DJ is on a centre stage and commands a huge light display, and in which people 

become isolated spectators: “where the visual performance takes centre stage, we find fans massing 

together as atomized individuals, distracted from their sense of isolation by engaging in the 

spectacle…” (Rietvald, 2013, p. 95). 

In Jamaica, where dancehall takes place outside, the intensity of darkness is not the same as in the 

UK – there is always some light, even if only streetlights, and video-light only amplifies (to re-

purpose Henriques’, 2014, sonic term) the prevailing luminescence.  Of course video-light is not just 

light, and Donna Hope’s (2006, p. 127) powerful description of ‘video-light syndrome’ (in which 

people compete to dress and dance in more and more eye-catching ways) is not just about being 

seen, but is about being “documented, photographed and, in particular, videotaped”, so that the 

image can circulate globally, through digital technologies.  However the eye-catching dancehall 

aesthetic – “elaborate and expensive jewellery and regalia; conspicuous purchase and consumption 

of expensive, brand-name beverages...; along with wearing revealing clothes and the performance of 

erotic, X-rated dances” (Hope, 2006, pp. 127-8) – is also seen by all in the dancehall.  The visual 

effect of the dancehall aesthetic is a pervasive element of dancehall space, and though it may be 

encouraged by the selector (see Orville Hall’s description of the power of the selector, in Henriques, 

2014, p. 104), it is a communal experience that is not controlled by an all-powerful DJ. 

Ebony Patterson, as a visual artist, engages with light effects within the dancehall aesthetic.  In 

particular, her large-scale wall-hanging ‘Entourage’, is said by Michelle Stephens (2013, p. 24) to 

display “the black body ... lit up, irradiated…”, in a posed family scene that to me is reminiscent of 

the ‘smadditising’ (Mills, 2010, p. 164) self-making induced by the video light.  However, what both 

light and shade in ‘Entourage’ pick out is “an explosion of blackness, color, pattern, figure, flesh, 

form, and décor” (Stephens, 2013, p. 24), patterns on patterns, textures on textures, that catches 

and dazzles the eye, in a similar way to the pervasive dazzling variety of textures and colours worn in 

the dancehall space.  By recognising the complexity and eye-catching beauty of the dancehall 

perspective, Stephens (2013) sees Patterson as contesting and problematizing voyeuristic 

stereotypes both of the black body and of dancehall spaces, negotiating between their simple 

inscription as violent, misogynistic spaces, and the undeniable presence of some of these features in 

the space. 

Nadia Ellis (2014) picks up on this sense of dazzlement in the dancehall aesthetic, focusing on the 

sparkling rhinestones and sequins that Patterson sews into her work, particularly her 

commemoration of the 72 people killed in the disturbances of May 2010, ‘Of 72’.  In this 72-panel 

piece, which more obviously engages with violence and insecurity, Ellis links the sparkle of the 

rhinestones to the ‘shine’ of the oiled skins of enslaved people, who were displayed as so much 

‘bling’ by plantation owners.  The meaning here is taken to link present violence with past violence, 

and both to the subjugation of human lives to consumption. 



The work of Ebony Patterson, and other visual artists, draws attention to the visual aesthetic of the 

dancehall space, and to the dancing body not only as sonic and sensual, but also as visual.  Above all 

the visual commentary on dancehall – silently presenting itself for analysis – highlights the 

in/security of meaning in dancehall space, its openness to reinterpretation. 

Conclusion 

This paper has sought to define and explore the corporeal negotiations around three different forms 

of security and insecurity – existential, meaning and livelihood – linking these with a range of 

existing analyses.  In doing so, it aims to craft and incite a field of enquiry around corporeal 

in/securities in relation to the creativity of dancehall, with a view to linking this with the larger cross-

genre field of Caribbean in/security and creativity explored by the CARISCC network.  I hope it might 

also make a small contribution to the more specialist field of dancehall studies. 
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